This paper approaches the problem of surveillance event characterization at two levels.
Introduction
Systems that attempt to learn conceptual categories from image schema can be constituted into two classes. First, Visiononly systems that use visual priors to construct models for object classes (e.g. [7, 14] ) and second, Multi-modal systems that combine audio/text and video streams to match image categories with commentries/annotations [13, 12] . Vision-only systems construct models that require supervised input in the form of object/activity priors. In the second class, co-occurrent language streams are used to enhance the feature space used for categorization, and correlation is often mediated by attentive focus [13] .
In this work, we propose that careful attention to information available in the image-plane itself is sufficient for characterization of a large class of activity involving proximal interaction between agents, resulting in occlusions. Once this mining is available, labels can be assigned to agents and classes a posteriori to obtain conceptually rich characterizations. Thus, we propose a two-step process -discover agents and activity in the image-plane (section 2) and then map the resulting clusters onto the 3D ground-plane (section 3).
Image-Plane Mining (2D)
The main thrust of the work is image sequence mining using agent tracking, with special emphasis on merging, de-merging, and other occlusion events. We attempt to learn agent and activity universals with neither supervisory visual input nor any parallel linguistic tokenization. The system combines online background learning and visual motion detection to characterize agents based on their color distribution, shape, as well as trajectories. All features are initialized from the foreground blobs at their very first instant of isolated identification. These are tracked further in the image sequences with motion based prediction initialized mean-shift trackers [3] . The agent position information are then fed back to the online background learning system for selective adaptation of the background model. The functional block diagram of the proposed system. Background modeling is performed in the lowest layer (left column) of processing with feedbacks from multi-agent tracking at the mid level. The agent discovery and activity mining are performed in the higher layer (right column) by processing agent features obtained in the mid layer.
The agent feature set are tracked across the scenes and the events are characterized in terms of a set of occlusion primitives (O-primitives, henceforth): isolation (not connected to any other agents), partial occlusion (by background objects), merging (with other agents resulting to partial or full occlusions), disappearance (due to complete occlusion by background objects or track loss), and exit (occlusion by screen boundary) entry (the initial emergence of the agent). Additionally, we use a window of attention around each agent in attentive focus and trace the appearance and disappearance of other agents in this window. This set of attentional window objects constitutes an important feature for discovering (homo)heterogeneous multi-agent interactions, and this proximity also aids in characterizing the occlusion when it occurs.
The occlusion primitives are fed back to the tracking layer for selective updates of the agent features (e.g. color distribution and pixel set are updated only in the state of isolation). The agents are categorized in an unsupervised manner by learning mixture of Gaussians over the space of shape features. Results are demonstrated in successful discovery of man, tempo (a short distance public transport found in some Indian cities), cars, heavy vehicles (bus, truck, tractors), man on bike/cycle, rickshaw and animal (cow). The agent activities (actions and interactions with other agents) are generated by mining the occlusion primitive transition sequences. We demonstrate the results of successful discovery of people embarking/disembarking vehicles, agents crossing/overtaking each other from raw traffic surveillance videos. A functional block diagram of image-plane mining for agent/action discovery is shown in figure 1.
Background Modeling
Agents are identified as foreground regions based on one of two kinds of evidence: first, as regions of change with respect to a learned background model; and second, as regions exhibiting motion. Classification based on the background model
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Multi-Agent Tracking
Here we adopt the multi-agent tracking algorithm proposed in [6] , which works by associating the foreground blobs at time . The meanshift iterations [3] , initialized at an elliptic region centered at D e w © # further localize the agent region at
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Unsupervised Agent Categorization
We characterize an agent by its weighted color distribution, occupied pixel set and trajectory. Instances of the same category can have significantly different color and motion features, thereby leaving the shape as a more reliable descriptor. Shape features may be of three types: basic contour, region and skeleton based descriptors [10] . The choice of the proper shape feature is always a compromise between classification power and computational complexity. The VSAM system [2] has shown significant agent categorization performance in a supervised learning framework by using only three simple descriptors, viz. area, shape dispersion
and the apparent aspect ratio or the height to width ratio of the minimum bounding box of the agent. We use the same features, but incrementally learn a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [15] . Shape features obtained at the first time an agent is discovered initializes a mixture model for a new category. The system keeps track of this agent throughout and the shape GMM is updated based on viewings of the agent in states of isolation. Categories discovered for agent types are used to classify subsequent new agents, and when there is no match, a new category is declared. Results of unsupervised agent categorization is presented in Section 4.
Activity Discovery
Activities can be either single agent actions, (e.g. a car drove from East to West), or Agent-agent interactions. The latter class may involve actual contact (e.g. (dis)embarking a vehicle, shaking hands) or the interactions may occur at a distance (e.g. following/chasing). Occlusions in image space are necessarily present when there is real contact, though the reverse need not be true. We also distinguish if agents participating in an interactions are homogeneous (e.g. "car1 overtaking car2") or heterogeneous (e.g. "man entering the tempo"), and if the actions are symmetric (car1 crosses car2 is symmetric (reversible); overtake is not).
Both actions and interactions are characterized by temporal sequences of agent states (actions) or co-occurrent states of interacting agents. Thus, the domain of activity analysis demands efficient statistical sequence modeling techniques for recognizing significant temporal patterns from the time-series data of action/interaction features. A number of temporal data mining techniques -hidden Markov models, time-delay neural networks, recurrent networks -have been proposed for modeling and recognition of action/interaction sequences in a supervised learning framework. Unsupervised learning of activity patterns have also been proposed by trajectory clustering [8] or variable length Markov model learning [5] (see [1] for an overview).
here we construct event primitives for agents by combining their occlusion states and motion primitives. The different O-primitives ( ¥ is said to be interacting with ¦ , if their attentional windows overlap [4] .
Interaction primitives are now formed by combining the pairwise occlusion states of the interacting agents along with motion primitives obtained from the relative velocity between the agents. Activity trees are constructed to a maximum depth, and paths through this tree encode variable length sequences of event primitives (see [6] for further details). The growth of the activity tree while parsing the event primitives obtained from an 18-frame sequence of a person walking behind a tree is shown in figure 3 .
Surveillance Data Processing
The results of multi-agent tracking are logged into a central database, where each agent is stored with its various appearances (learned only when isolated), image space trajectory and occlusion state sequence for its scene presence in the surveillance video. Figure 4(a) illustrates the agent and activity structures along with their data components. These constitute the surveillance data logs from which the agent and activity information can be retrieved with simple SQL queries. A HTML fornt end is designed to provide a quick glance at the agent appearances, trajectory and occlusion time-lines for its scene prsence ( figure 4(b) ).
The system is calibrated using the procedure suggested by Kanhere et al [9] with a ground plane assumption with respect to the real world measurements of the white demarkation lines on the road and tempo dimensions as shown in figure 5(a) . After determining the camera calibration matrix, we project image points based on a groundplane assumption, and agent positions are determined based on the assumption that their lowest points are in contact with the ground. Regions of this image are labelled by the user, and used in characterizing event descriptions, e.g. Figure 5 (b) shows a top view reconstruction of an event ("motorcycle turning west from IIT onto GT road").
Event Querying and Groundtruth Validation
Experiments are performed on a traffic surveillance video of`m inutes duration consisting of a wide variety of vehicles like bikes, rickshaw, cars, heavy vehicles etc. along with people and animals. The background modeling is performed by learning 
The above measure of overall performance µ signifies the average fraction of the actual agent regions (or ground-truth regions) localized by the tracking algorithm in a certain video sequence. It is evident from equations 1 and 2 that, as the thresholds | p and | X f are increased, the detection rates of correspondences between predicted agent regions and foreground blobs reduce and thus the rate of track loss increases. On the other hand, too low values of these thresholds would increase the number of false detections of the O-primitives. Thus, to achieve optimal performances, we have chosen
a nd an overall tracking performance of approximately¨ª x ² was observed. The tracking time largely depends on the number of agents in the active and putative set along with the number of foreground blobs. The variation of the tracking time with respect to these two factors is shown in figure 6 . It is worth noting, that an estimate of the algorithm execution time with respect to crowding can also be obtained from this graph. The results of tracking in the traffic surveillance video are shown in figure  8 .
We have adopted the GMM learning algorithm proposed by Zivkovic [15] for the purpose of unsupervised agent categorization. The mixture models were learned with a learning rate of ¼ F »~ X and the initial co-variance matrix is assumed to be a diagonal matrix whose elements are computed from the data vector with a coefficient of variance of~°¯~ § . The agent categorization is performed over the aforementioned traffic video, out of which we have discovered a total ofx© X § figure  7(a)-(c) . The different appearances of the discovered agents (of significance) are shown in figure 7(d) -(e). at the £ instant. Activities are discovered for a particular query agent by mining its monadic and dyadic occlusion and motion primitive sequences. We have empirically chosen an attentional window of size occlusion phenomena, and temporal sequences of O-primitives are posited as a powerful feature for characterizing multiagent interactions. The computation of occlusion is made possible by robust foreground extraction (even in the presence of gross occlusion), that enable us to track an agent across lengthy image sequences, the occlusion patterns during which are a surprisingly rich indicator of the activity involved. Here it would be important to extend the work to more general situations, e.g. cameras that can move (initially with pan-tilt motions), and for dynamic backgrounds (trees, fountains).
In the second phase, the activity and agent discovery results are combined with camera calibration to obtain detailed spatial characterizations for the motions. Queries such as translate left/right/towards/away, rotate, speed-up, halt, etc. can now be addressed based on a posteriori definitions of these terms in terms of the image-plane.
In this work, we have classified agents only by their shape and motion characteristics, but possibly a more important characterization is in terms of actions that an agent participates in (e.g. what objects participate in embark/disembark events?). This leads to a chicken-and-egg problem -one needs agents to recognize events, and actions to characterize agents. This will remain an important area for agent discovery for many years to come. Other aspects contributing to higher level conceptual constructs may include Multimodal Learning, where cotemporaneous linguistic descriptions can be used along with the event and agent characterization already at hand to enrich the clusters.
